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ABSTRACT 
 
 In model-based development, the software development effort is centered around a formal description of the 
proposed software system; a description that can be subjected to various types of analysis and code generation. 
Based on years of experience with model-based development and formal modeling we believe that the following 
conjectures describe fundamental obstacles to wide adoption of formal modeling and the potential for automation 
that comes with it; (1) no single modeling notation will suit all, or even most, modeling needs, (2) no analysis tool 
will fit all, or even most, analysis tasks, and (3) flexible and stable tools must be made available for realistic 
evaluations and technology transfer.  These conjectures form the basis for the call to arms outlined in this report. 
 
 To make automated software engineering techniques more useful for more types of developers and allow us to 
move forward as a community it is crucial that we develop the foundation for building extensible and flexible 
modeling language processing tools. New common-infrastructure-based approaches are needed as traditional 
approaches based in file-based processing of intermediate language representations are not adequate. In this report 
we outline and illustrate the problem and discuss a possible solution. To initiate the discussions in the community, 
we hypothesize that languages and tools built using higher-order attribute grammars with forwarding can serve as a 
basis for such flexible language processing tools; tools that will allow us to unify our efforts and help bring our 
collective work to a broader audience. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Traditionally, software development has been largely a manual endeavor. Informal natural language 
requirements have been manually captured, a design satisfying the requirements has been manually derived, and 
code implementing the design has been manually coded. Recently, there has been a move away from such manual 
techniques to a new paradigm commonly called model-based development. In this paradigm, the development effort 
is centered around a formal description of the proposed software system—the `model' in model-based development. 
For validation and verification purposes, this formal model can then be subjected to various types of analysis, for 
example, completeness and consistency analysis, e.g., [1], model checking, e.g., [2], theorem proving, e.g., [3], and 
test case generation, e.g., [4]. There are currently several commercial and research tools that attempt to provide these 
capabilities—for example, the commercial tools Esterel Studio (with its graphical notation Safe State Machines) and 
SCADE Studio from Esterel Technologies [5], Statemate from i-Logix [6], Simulink and Stateflow from The 
Mathworks Inc. [7], and SpecTRM from Safeware Engineering [8]; examples of research tool are SCR [9] and 
RSML-e [10]. 
 
 Our goal has for the last decade been to dramatically increase the quality and productivity of software 
development for critical control systems by centering the development around fully formal models extensively 
supported by tools.  These tools must allow engineers to specify system requirements in an appropriate and familiar 
notation and to effectively analyze the specifications to ensure that safety critical properties are satisfied.  In the 
course of our work we developed an approach to simulation and validation of formal specifications for process-
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control systems called specification-based prototyping [10]. Specification-based prototyping combines the 
advantages of traditional formal specifications (e.g., preciseness and analyzability) with the advantages of rapid 
prototyping (e.g., risk management and early end-user involvement)—goals that are now shared in the move 
towards model-based development. To enable specification-based prototyping, we developed the fully formal 
specification language RSML-e  (Requirements State Machine Language, without events) [11] and its execution and 
analysis environment NIMBUS [12]. We have successfully evaluated the capabilities on various case studies from the 
avionics, transportation, and mobile robotics domains [10, 11], and the environment has been used for several years 
in industrial research projects [12, 13, 14].  Note that our experience is primarily in the critical embedded systems 
domain, but we believe our observations and proposed solutions are applicable to other domains as well. Based on 
our years of experience, we believe that the following conjectures describe the fundamental obstacles that must be 
overcome for model-based development to have the dramatic real-world impact we, and many others in the 
community, envision.  These conjectures form the basis for our call to arms outlined in this report. 
 
Conjecture 1: No modeling language will be universally accepted, nor universally applicable.  Even closely related 
domains, such as avionics and medical technology, have justifiably different and entrenched views of what notations 
and features a modeling language should have to be suitable for their domains.  Nevertheless, certain classes of 
languages do have wide appeal, for example synchronous languages such as, Safe State Machines [5], SCADE [5], 
and SCR [9]. 
 
Conjecture 2: No verification and validation tool will satisfy all of a user’s analysis needs. Analysis tools are quite 
specialized and new sophisticated analysis tools are constantly emerging.  Somehow mating a wide and growing 
collection of analysis tools with a variety of modeling languages (Conjecture 1) is inevitable. 
 
Conjecture 3: To make progress in model-based development, practicing engineers must evaluate proposed 
solutions on practical problems; if proposed theories, methods, and tools do not solve real problems they are of little 
or no value. Therefore, the methods and tools must be flexible enough to easily adapt and be improved based on 
what is learned from using the tools on real-world problems. 
 
 The goal with this report is to generate awareness of what we perceive to be a serious problem and attempt to 
build a community around an effort to develop the foundation for building extensible and flexible modeling 
language processing tools that can satisfy the following three goals derived from the above conjectures—successful 
modeling tools must (1) allow easy extension and modification of formal modeling notations to meet the domain 
specific needs of a class of users, (2) allow easy construction of high-quality translations from the modeling 
notations to a wide variety of analysis tools, and (3) enable controlled reuse of tool infrastructure to make tools 
extensions cost effective. 
 
 Currently, we are aware of no tools that support the easy customization (or complete redefinition) of a modeling 
language necessary to accommodate the needs and likes of stake-holders in different domains.  Some modeling 
notations, notably UML [15], attempt to appeal to different domains by incorporating a wide variety of rich 
constructs. The richness of such languages, however, makes them unsuitable for most formal analysis.  In another 
approach, an intermediate model notation is used to accommodate the integration of a wide variety of analysis 
tools—various modeling formalisms are translated to the intermediate notation that can in turn be mapped into 
suitable analysis tools. Nevertheless, with an intermediate notation valuable information from the source language, 
for example, model structure, may be lost in the translation to the intermediate notation and there is a risk for 
exponential growth in model size during translation.  We believe other techniques are needed to satisfactorily solve 
this problem. 
 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 
 There has been an immense amount of research done in formal modeling tools, mappings from modeling 
notations to analysis tools, and translation technology.  The coverage in this section is by necessity cursory, but we 
will discuss our previous experiences and the core problem, and then present a short overview of efforts related to 
our research agenda. 
 



The Problem 
 
 Our conjectures are based on extensive experience in this domain and they have a large impact on how 
languages and tools are adopted in industry (or not adopted as is often the case). In any larger project there will be a 
need to use several different modeling notations. For example, notations such as Simulink [7] or SCADE [5] are 
suitable for the control oriented aspect of a system design whereas Safe State Machines [5] or Statecharts [6] are 
more suited for the discrete aspect of a system. Other notations, for example, SCR [16] and RSML-e [10] are 
considered better suited for high-level models used in the requirements domain. Thus, there must be the flexibility to 
select the right notation for the right task without having to “retool” the entire organization. In addition, after 
working on numerous projects in collaboration with industry, we have noticed that the adoption of new modeling 
tools is often hampered for nontechnical reasons. Typical obstacles to tools adoption are seen in comments such as 
“We like what you are doing, but you do not have internal events like Esterel—we find events essential”, “We like 
SCR, can you work with that?”, and “We think the guard-conditions in Statecharts are messy, could you provide the 
nice tables we saw in RSML?”.  These obstacles apply to both academic and commercial tools, and attempting to 
accommodate these wishes is typically economically infeasible—modifying tools and languages is simply too 
costly.  Furthermore, as formal modeling techniques are slowly being adopted in industry, the need for powerful 
analysis tools becomes acute. As would be expected, no analysis tool is suitable for all tasks.  Given the rapid 
change in verification and analysis technology, we will most likely see a steady stream of new exciting analysis 
tools that need to be incorporated into tools in the future. 
 
 To summarize, there is a critical need to accommodate numerous notations (and to modify these notations to the 
customers individual problems and taste) and a multitude of analysis tools. Because tool vendors and research 
groups cannot currently support these needs, promising tools and techniques are not adopted for superficial reasons 
and useful new analysis techniques are not adopted because of cost and technical difficulties. Therefore, we have 
come to the conclusion that we need a catalytic infrastructure for the design, development, and deployment of 
formal modeling tools that will serve two purposes; (1) it will allow the research community to evaluate and quickly 
deploy new ideas in a stable environment and (2) provide a blueprint for tool vendors for how to build tools that can 
be customized to meet the customers’ needs. We hope this paper will serve as a catalyst and start of a community-
wide initiative that will dramatically improve the penetration of formal modeling and recent analysis research results 
in industry. 
 
From Models to Analysis Tools 
 
 The most common current solution to get from modeling tools to analysis tools is to develop separate translators 
from each modeling notation to each analysis tool. As the numbers of notations and analysis tools grow, this is an 
unsustainable solution since we may need n× m translators to map n modeling notations to m analysis tools. 
Providing such a collection of high-quality translators is not economically feasible. 
 
 To address this problem, an intermediate notation can be used as an interchange format between modeling 
notations and the analysis tools; for example, DC for synchronous languages [17], IF for the exchange of models 
between model checkers [18], and SAL for general purpose applications [19]. An intermediate language sitting 
between the modeling notations and the analysis tools reduces the number of translators needed to map n notations 
to m analysis tools to n+m translators. There are, however, problems with this approach. For example, it is quite 
difficult to choose the right level of abstraction for the intermediate language, even when one knows all of the 
modeling-languages and target-languages.  Consider choosing a low-level intermediate language, for example, 
Lustre, that does not have template types. If we have a modeling-language that has template types, such as SCADE, 
the translator must instantiate the template type for each of its uses. Since these template types can be immensely 
useful to model, for example, generic communications channels in a systems architecture, we may have dozens of 
occurrences to instantiate (possibly one for each connector in the architecture). This may be appropriate when 
translating to an analysis tool such as NuSMV which does not allow template types, but it may be wholly 
inappropriate when targeting an analysis tools such as PVS which does allow template types.  Because of this 
information loss, the translation through an intermediate language to PVS can not take advantage of all of the 
capabilities of the target language thus making verification in PVS more difficult and time consuming than strictly 
needed. On the other hand, if the intermediate language has many high-level constructs, such as template types, the 



translations to the different target languages becomes much more difficult. Since we believe that new notations will 
constantly evolve and new analysis tools will become available in a constant stream (as an example, consider the 
dramatic evolution of SAT based model checkers the last few years), the selection of an appropriate intermediate 
notation will become impossibly difficult and we do not see this as a feasible long term solution. 
 
Extensible Language Techniques 
 
 Our stated goal of allowing domain specific language features to be added to a modeling language has been 
studied in the area of programming languages and there are many tools and techniques that attempt to solve this 
problem.  Besides adding new syntactic forms to a modeling language, we also require that these new constructs be 
able to specify some semantic analysis so that they can generate domain specific error messages, debugging 
behavior, as well as specify their direct translations to target languages when appropriate.  Although these 
requirements are addressed by some of the many tools and techniques for language extensibility in the literature, no 
single approach addresses all of them.  Traditional syntactic, hygienic [20], and programmable [21] macros systems 
and embedded domain specific languages [22] do allow new language constructs to be added to a language.  
However, they lack an effective way perform the necessary static analysis.  On the other hand, meta-object protocol 
systems, e.g., [23], provide limited opportunities to add new language constructs but can perform the static analyses 
needed to, for example, check for domain specific errors.  
 
 Attribute grammars [24] provide the foundation for what we believe will be a successful direction of inquiry. 
Language constructs are specified by productions and their explicit semantics can be defined by attribute definitions.  
The problem of modular language definition and extensibility has received much attention from the attribute 
grammar community, e.g., [25, 26].  Some systems are guided by functional programming ideas and use, in essence, 
higher order functions as attributes in their quest for modular specifications, e.g., [27].  Others are inspired by the 
object-oriented paradigm and employ inheritance to achieve a separation of concerns [28].  Of most use to us are 
higher-order attributes [29] that allow abstract syntax trees to be attribute values and reference attributes [30] that 
point to possibly remote nodes in the abstract syntax tree. 
 
 Most closely related to the extensible language framework described below is Microsoft's Intentional 
Programming system (IP) [31, 32, 33 Chapter 11].  This system allowed programmers to add domain specific 
features, called intentions, to their programming language in a style similar to attribute grammars.  Although not as 
crisply defined in IP as in attribute grammars, IP did contain the essence of reference attributes and higher order 
attributes.  The main innovative feature of IP was forwarding, a technique used to define new constructs in terms of 
host language constructs.  In [34], we showed how forwarding can be used in attribute grammars to modularly 
specify languages and how the absence of forwarding hinders the modularity we seek and makes the addition of new 
language features more difficult.  Our main criticism of IP [32] was its ad-hoc nature that prevented any static 
analysis of language extensions to test their compatibility.   
 
A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
 
 In this section we will illustrate how attribute grammars extended with forwarding [34] can be use to define 
language extensions on top of a host-language. Note here that we do not categorically state that we believe this is the 
best solution to the problem outlined in the previous section, we simply outline what we see as a promising direction 
to start a community-wide dialogue with the goal to establish a tools architecture that will satisfy our need for 
flexibility and extensibility. 
 
 We hypothesize that an extensible language implemented using attribute grammars with forwarding [34] can 
serve as a host-language for (1) a plethora of domain specific language-extensions that can be combined to construct 
new modeling-languages suitable for different audiences and domains, (2) the translation of these extension 
constructs into their semantically equivalent representation in the host-language and the host-language translation 
into various target-languages, and (3) the direct translation of a language-extension construct to an analysis tool's 
language when the default translation provided through the host-language is inadequate. 
 



 In our framework, a language extension is specified as an attribute grammar fragment that contains new 
productions and attribute definitions for these productions and those in the host language.  The activity of creating 
an extended language specification can be as simple as taking the union of all the productions and attribute 
definitions in the host language and language extension specifications.  This is performed by the framework tools 
and provides for a significant degree of modularity between language extensions.  In traditional attribute grammars 
the modularity and reuse of language features specified as attribute grammar fragments is achieved only by writing 
attribute definitions that “glue” new fragments into the host language attribute grammar.  These attribute grammars, 
which do not have forwarding, cannot implicitly define semantics for a language construct and this is crucial for the 
modularity we seek. 
 
 To give the reader an introduction to attribute grammars and forwarding, we will first illustrate below the 
mechanism of forwarding in terms of a construct familiar from the programming language domain—a foreach loop. 
We will then illustrate how a well defined language suitable for the embedded systems domain—Lustre—can be 
used as a host-language and illustrate how extensions can be defined to start building up a modeling-language on top 
of this host-language.  We provide some examples of using language extension to allow for flexibility in the 
modeling notation in following section.  In the section on translation we show how forwarding is used to easily 
implement high-quality translations to many analysis engine languages while avoiding many pitfalls of intermediate 
languages. 
 
Forwarding in Attribute Grammars 
 
 Forwarding is a unifying technique that allows us to mimic common language extension processing techniques 
like macro expansion, simple term rewriting, and meta-object protocols inside an attribute grammar framework and 
thus makes it possible to declaratively specify expressive language extensions. To use forwarding, a language 
construct specifies a semantically equivalent construct that defines the semantics not explicitly defined by the 
“forwarding” construct.  In attribute grammar terms, a production defines a distinguished attributed abstract syntax 
tree that provides default values for synthesized attributes that are not explicitly defined by the production.  
 
 foreach:  for<Stmt> ::= elemType<Type> elem<Id> collection<Expr> body<Stmt> 
  for.pp = “foreach” + elemType.pp + elem.lexeme + “in” + collection.pp + “do” + body.pp 
  for.errors = if collection.type.implements(Collection)  then   no-error   else  mkError … for.pp … 
  forwardsTo   parse  “{ `elemType.pp`  `elem` ; 
   for ( Iterator `iter` = `collection`.iterator( ) ; `iter`.hasNext( ) ; )  
    { `elem` = ( `elemType.pp`) `iter`.next( ) ;   `body` } ” 
  where iter = generate_new_unique_Id ( )  
 
 Figure 1. The production specifying the foreach loop extension. 
 
 A familiar example from programming languages will clarify.  Consider adding a simple foreach construct to 
Java to iterate over Java Collections.  An attribute grammar production for doing so is shown in Figure 1.  This puts 
syntactic sugar on a popular programming idiom but also defines its own simple error-checking semantic analysis. 
The foreach named production has a left-hand side <Stmt> non-terminal named for and right-hand side non-
terminals <Type>, <Id>, <Expr>, and <Stmt> named as indicated.  It explicitly defines the synthesized pretty-print 
pp and errors attributes allowing it to generate errors messages containing code written by the programmer. (We use 
the familiar dot (.) notation to access attribute values.) It also specifies its forwards-to tree as the expected host-
language block-loop construct built by parsing the string and using the “unquote” operator (` `) to reference right-
hand side subtrees, their attributes and the identifier iter.  The reference attribute type points to a node in the 
program abstract syntax tree defining the collection's type.  Its pp attribute is used to cast the Java Object-type value 
returned from the iterator method next. The left-hand side node generated by the production foreach is called the 
“forwarding-node.”  When it is queried for an attribute that it does not explicitly define, for example jbc, its Java 
byte code, it passes, or “forwards”, that request to the “forwards-to” node, the block-loop construct, that returns the 
attribute’s value.  Thus, we re-use all attributes defined on the block-loop except those with explicit overriding 
definitions.  Because the forwards-to tree will require inherited attributes, these are copied from the forwarding-node 
unless they are explicitly defined.  Note that in some cases the forwards-to node may also forward the query; we will 



eventually find a value for the attribute since all language extensions forward (directly or indirectly) to constructs in 
the host-language.  Forwarding is similar to macro expansion in that both reuse the semantics of existing language 
constructs, but unlike macros, forwarding productions also define semantics, as attributes, that here generate proper 
error messages.  Also note that we have not specified how the concrete syntax of this extension is specified since 
this is done in a straight-forward and expected way.  We thus limit our discussions to the more interesting issues in 
specifying the semantics of language extensions via attribute grammars. 
 
Modeling-Languages as Extensions to a Host-Language 
 
 To illustrate how a new modeling-language can be specified as a set of language extensions to a host-language, 
we will use a simple example—the Altitude Switch (ASW).  The ASW is a (somewhat hypothetical) avionics 
system that turns power on to another system when the aircraft descends below a threshold altitude and turns it off 
when the aircraft ascends above the threshold altitude plus a hysteresis factor. As an example, we focus on one of 
the state variables that models the ASW behavior—the AltStatus variable used to track whether the aircraft should 
be considered above or below the threshold.   
 
 A Lustre-like specification of AltStatus is shown in Figure 2. In it, the initial value of AltStatus is undefined 
(indicated by the ‘Unknown →’  construct) and thereafter the variable is assigned by the nested if-expression.  We 
assign AltStatus the value Above if the altitude readings are reliable (AltQuality = Good) and we are either (1) 
classifying AltStatus for the first time (the previous AltStatus was Unknown) and we are above the threshold or (2) 
AltStatus has been established and we are above the threshold plus the hysteresis.  We declare AltStatus to be Below 
if we have reliable altitude readings and the altitude is less than or equal to the threshold. If the altitude readings are 
not reliable AltStatus is Unknown. 
 
 type Status = enum { Unknown, Above, Below } ; 
 node ASW (AltQuality:Q, AltThres:int, Hyst:int)  
            returns (AltStatus:Status); 
   let AltStatus = Unknown -> 
      if AltQuality = Good and Altitude > AltThres and 
         (PREV(AltStatus) = Unknown or Altitude > AltThres + Hyst) 
      then Above 
      else if AltQuality = Good and (not Altitude > AltThres) 
           then Below 
           else if not AltQuality = Good then Unknown else pre(AltStatus) ; 
   tel 
 
 Figure 2. A Lustre-like definition of the state variable AltStatus. 
 
 Lustre as a host-language: 
 
 We hypothesize that Lustre [35] may be a suitable host-language in our domain of interest for two reasons. 
First, Lustre is expressive enough to capture a large class of interesting behaviors and it has a well defined and 
simple semantics making it suitable for formal treatment by various tools [36]. Second, Lustre is supported by 
commercial tools [5], for example, a code generator that has been qualified for use in safety critical applications, 
thus, making it of interest to industrial partners. Lustre may be implemented as an extensible host language by 
writing an attribute grammar that defines its language constructs and defines attributes that perform semantic 
analysis and translation.  We may define an errors attribute similar to the one in the foreach example.  It may also 
involve defining string-type translation attributes named smv_trans, pvs_trans, and others that specify how 
constructs are translated to various target languages. 
 
 Below we illustrate how a Lustre host language can be extended with modeling language features that may be 
useful in different domains or preferred by different user communities.  We describe how RSML-e state variables 
and events can be added as language extensions.  
 



 Implementing RSML-e as a collection of language extensions 
 
 Since the Lustre host-language may not be the most suitable for review by domain experts (for example, pilots 
or air traffic controllers) an alternate notation would be of interest. The modeling notations SCR and RSML-e are 
such notations that have been well-received and shown to be relatively easy to understand and use [16, 37, 38]. 
Figure 3 shows a fragment of an RSML-e specification of the ASW.  The figure shows the definition of the state 
variable AltStatus discussed above. The conditions under which the state variable changes value are defined in the 
Equals clauses in the definition. The tables are adopted from the original RSML notation [37]—each column of 
truth values represents a conjunction of the propositions in the leftmost column (F represents the negation of the 
proposition and a “*” represents a “don’t care” condition). In a table with several columns we take the disjunction of 
the columns; thus, the table is a way of expressing conditions in a disjunctive normal form. 
 
 STATE_VARIABLE AltStatus : 
   VALUES : { Unknown, Above, Below } 
   INITIAL_VALUE : Unknown 
 
   EQUALS Above IF 
    TABLE 
     PREV(AltStatus) = Unknown  : T * ; 
     AltQuality = Good          : T T ; 
     Altitude > AltThres        : T T ; 
     Altitude > AltThres + Hyst : * T ; 
    END TABLE 
 
   EQUALS Below IF 
   TABLE 
    AltQuality = Good          : T ; 
    Altitude > AltThres        : F ; 
   END TABLE 
 
   EQUALS Unknown IF 
    TABLE 
     AltQuality = Good : F ; 
    END TABLE 
 END STATE_VARIABLE 
 
 Figure 3. RSML-e like definition of the State Variable AltStatus. 
 
 As we stated above, a language extension is an attribute grammar fragment that specifies productions that 
define the abstract syntax of any new language constructs, attribute definitions for these new productions, and 
attribute definitions for existing productions in the host-language.  To implement the State_Variable construct in 
Figure 3 we follow this pattern and define a set of productions to define the syntax of state variable constructs as 
well as attributes on these constructs that check for errors and assist in building the semantically equivalent Lustre 
language construct that the state variable will forward to. 
 
 The State_Variable construct is essentially a variable assignment statement like those in the host-language with 
the exception that it also serves as a declaration of the assigned variable.  The production defining a state variable 
has on its right hand side an identifier name (in this case AltStatus), a non-terminal for the possible values, its initial 
value init<Expr>, and an expression expr<Expr> for subsequent values.  The implicit semantics of a state variable 
are provided by the Lustre assignment statement that it forwards to and is semantically equivalent to, essentially, 
name =  init  → expr.  Since a State_Variable production also declares a variable, this production builds the 
declaration as a Lustre declaration, of the form name : type, and indicates that this declaration should be lifted to the 
enclosing node.  This is done by placing the declaration, implemented as a higher-order attribute in a synthesized 
attribute that collects such declarations and moves them up the tree to the point that they can be inserted into the 
enclosing Lustre node construct. We do not provide the attribute grammar specification here.  The specification for 



constructing the disjunctive normal form expression that becomes the condition of the if-then-else that the table 
translates to is more verbose than it is difficult. 
 
 Events as an extension 
 
 In Figure 4 is part of the same altitude switch, this time specified in the host-language extended with a notion of 
events. Here, the occurrence of the externally defined event AltRecvEvt is used in the computation of AltStatusEvt. 
These computations also activate (or throw) the AltClassifiedEvt and AltLostEvt events to indicate the outcome of 
the assignment of the AltStatusEvt value.  We have abbreviated the three expressions that appear in the original 
Lustre ASW in Figure 2 as C1, C2, and C3 here to simplify the presentation. 
 
 var AltClassifiedEvt : Event ;   
     AltLostEvt : Event ; 
 AltStatus = Unknown -> 
  if catch AltRecvEvt and C1  
  then throw AltClassifiedEvt return Above 
  else if catch AltRecvEvt and C2  
       then throw AltClassifiedEvt return Below 
       else if catch AltRecvEvt and C3  
            then throw AltLostEvt return Unknown 
            else pre(AltStatus) 
 
 Figure 4. Event/Action style constructs added to the host-language. 
 
 Events can also be implemented as a language extension.  The attribute grammar specification for events 
defines three primary productions—one to generate or “throw” an event, another that evaluates to true if it “catches” 
the specified event, and an event declaration.  The specifications for these productions is straight forward, but they 
do require a more complex set of supporting attributes to generate the boolean variable declarations and their 
defining expressions that form their Lustre implementation that these extensions forward to.  Declarations of events 
need to be transformed into declarations of boolean variables.  These variables replace events and are true under the 
condition in which the original event would have been thrown and false otherwise. Thus, the catch production 
simply forwards to a reference to the boolean variable emulating the event since both are true under same 
conditions. The throw production simply forwards to the expression that it “returns” since when events are emulated 
the boolean event variable and its defining expression effectively replace the throw constructs. 
 
 Of particular interest is how the assignment statements for the event-emulating boolean variables are generated.  
In the example, the boolean variable AltClassifiedEvt is generated to replace the AltClassifiedEvt event.  The 
assignment statement below (with catch constructs yet to be removed) is also generated to set this boolean variable 
to true under the conditions that the event was thrown.   
 
  AltClassifiedEvt = False -> (catch AltRecvEvt and C1) or 
    (not (catch AltRecvEvt and C1) and (catch AltRecvEvt and C2)) 
 
The AltClassifiedEvt boolean variable is naively computed to be true if the first if-condition (in Figure 4) is true or if 
the first if-condition is false and the second if-condition is true.  For an event e, it is a relatively straight forward 
process to compute this expression.  For each throw e construct, we build an expression from the enclosing if-
condition's that must be true to cause that throw instance to “fire.”  Again, we leave out the implementation of this 
since a inherited higher order attribute can be specified to pass down the enclosing if condition <Expr>-trees to a 
throw statement.  It constructs an expression that is true when the event is thrown.  Such expressions are collected 
from each throw, via a synthesized attribute, and the expression that is the disjunction of them is created to become 
the expression in the defining Boolean assignment as seen in the example above. 
 
 Given the mechanisms discussed above, it is easy to combine events and state-machine transitions into a 
“transitions with events” notation similar to the original definition of RSML [37].  This flexibility in introducing 



new language constructs that can be targeted for various stake-holder needs is highly desirable. In addition, the 
attribute grammar framework provides an opportunity for static analysis at the appropriate level of abstraction, that 
is, in the modeling-language rather than in the host-language. For example, in all of these extensions, we would 
want to define the basic error checking attribute errors on the productions defining the new language constructs.  If 
we do not define the error checking attributes any type errors will be reported by the errors attribute on the 
forwarded-to construct.  Thus, all errors will be discovered but the generated error message will be in terms of the 
forwarded to expression, not the transition expression that was written by the user.  This demonstrates one aspect of 
how attribute grammars with forwarding provide a convenient yet powerful mechanism for specifying language 
extensions. By specifying additional attributes, in this case errors, our language extensions behave more and more 
like first-class constructs in the language and provide all of the capabilities that one expects from “built-in” language 
features. 
 
Translation 
 
 Translators, either for execution, debugging, or analysis purposes, can also be defined as a language extension 
consisting of a set of attribute definitions for the host-language and some language extension productions.  For a 
translation-based evaluator, we would specify definitions for an eval_trans attribute on the host-language 
productions that specify a translation into, for example, C that can then be compiled and executed.  This model is 
also used for translating specifications to various analysis tools such as the NuSMV model checker and the PVS 
theorem prover.  To specify these translations, we would specify two string-valued attributes, pvs_trans and 
smv_trans, that on a language construct define its translation into, respectively, PVS and NuSMV.  Definitions for 
these attributes would be required for all productions in the host-language.  Thus any language extension, such as 
events, will have a default translation into NuSMV and PVS.  For example, the PVS translation for a throw 
expression is determined by retrieving the pvs_trans attribute from the semantically equivalent construct that it 
forwards to. 
 
 For other language extension constructs, this translation through the host-language may lose information (as 
described in background section) and result in a degraded representation in the target language that makes the 
analysis more expensive.  Such constructs should instead provide a definition for the pvs_trans or smv_trans 
attributes to specify their direct non-lossy translation.  Consider adding template types as a language extension.  
Template types exist in PVS but not in NuSMV or our host-language.  We want our translation to PVS to maintain 
this information and thus the productions that specify the template type extension would provide explicit definitions 
for pvs_trans that specifies the PVS-template code that implements the language extension template types.  This 
ensures a high-quality translation to PVS.  Since the host-language does not support template types, the extension 
must specify, via a collection of attribute definitions, how each node declaration with template type parameters can 
be instantiated into several instances that do not contain template types.  Each generated instance is the result of the 
concrete types used in a specific node call construct.  This is not a trivial analysis or transformation, but it can be 
done with forwarding attribute grammars and follows the techniques for instantiating C++ templates.  These 
transformations create the host-language constructs that the template types forward to in the host-language.  The 
translation of template types to NuSMV then relies on forwarding and the definition of smv_trans on the host-
language productions.  This approach avoids the pitfalls of intermediate notations described above in the 
background section. 
 
 To summarize, as we have outlined in this section, we believe attribute grammars with forwarding can be used 
to capture the semantics of a host-language and define language-extensions that can be combined to create new 
modeling-languages, as well as define how these languages are translated to various target-languages. We believe 
that this formalism is highly suitable as a foundation for model-based tools and that it will help us provide the high-
level of flexibility, ease of change, and high quality for which we aim.  Do note again, however, that we are 
presenting this idea to generate a dialogue in the formal methods, model-based, and static analysis communities with 
the goal of evolving a consensus for the architecture of the next generation of hyper-flexible modeling and analysis 
tools. 
 



A CALL TO ARMS 
 
 In this report we assert that a critical obstacle to the widespread adoption of modeling and analysis tools lies in 
the lack of flexibility to accommodate customer preferences when considering the adoption of tools. We believe that 
the following conjectures describe fundamental obstacles to wide adoption of formal modeling and the potential for 
automation that comes with it; (1) no single modeling notation will suit all, or even most, modeling needs, (2) no 
analysis tool will fit all, or even most, analysis tasks, and (3) flexible and stable tools must be made available for 
realistic evaluations and technology transfer. 
 
 To make automated software engineering techniques more useful for more types of developers and allow us to 
move forward as a community it is crucial that we develop a foundation for building extensible and flexible 
modeling language processing tools. Such tools must satisfy, at a minimum, the following requirements—successful 
modeling tools must (1) allow easy extension and modification of formal modeling notations to meet the domain 
specific needs of a class of users, (2) allow easy construction of high-quality translations from the modeling 
notations to a wide variety of evolving analysis tools, and (3) enable controlled reuse of tool infrastructure to make 
tools extensions cost effective. 
 
 To initiate the discussions in the community, we hypothesize that languages and tools built using higher-order 
attribute grammars with forwarding can serve as a basis for such flexible language processing tools; tools that will 
allow us to unify our efforts and help bring our collective work to a broader audience.  Naturally, although we like to 
think so, we do not presume that our direction is the best (or even practicable) and it serves only as an illustration as 
to what we would like to achieve in a unifying language processing framework. The aim of this report is to stimulate 
the discussion and, hopefully, move the community into action so we can join forces in developing the solid tools 
infrastructure needed to have an impact on software development practice. 
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